The guanine nucleotide exchange factor CNrasGEF activates ras in response to cAMP and cGMP.
Small GTPase proteins such as Ras are key regulators of cellular proliferation and are activated by guanine nucleotide exchange/releasing factors (GEFs/GRFs). Three classes of Ras GRFs have been identified to date, represented by Sos1/2, Ras-GRF1/2 and Ras-GRP. Here, we describe a novel candidate Ras activator, cyclic nucleotide rasGEF (CNrasGEF), which contains CDC25, Ras exchange motif (REM), Ras-association (RA), PDZ and cNMP (cAMP/cGMP) binding (cNMP-BD) domains, two PY motifs and a carboxy-terminal SxV sequence. CNrasGEF can activate Ras in vitro, and it binds cAMP directly via its cNMP-BD. In cells, CNrasGEF activates Ras in response to elevation of intracellular cAMP or cGMP, or treatment with their analogues 8-Br-cAMP or 8-Br-cGMP, independently of protein kinases A and G (PKA and PKG). This activation is prevented in CNrasGEF lacking its CDC25 domain or cNMP-BD. CNrasGEF can also activate the small GTPase Rap1 in cells, but this activation is constitutive and independent of cAMP. CNrasGEF is expressed mainly in the brain and is localized at the plasma membrane, a localization dependent on the presence of intact PDZ domain but not the SxV sequence. These results suggest that CNrasGEF may directly connect cAMP-generating pathways or cGMP-generating pathways to Ras.